WHEEL OF THE YEAR

the brightest spoke
The Wheel of the Year has turned to the center of the light.
Midsummer marks the peak of the sun, the brightest spoke
of the Wheel of the Year. Now is the time to enjoy the sun’s
gifts, to revel in the long days, gathering the bounteous fruit
of earth and light.
NEW! SUNSHINE AND DAISIES

A sunny meadow carpeted with tiny daisies
is an invitation to spend a bright afternoon
making flower necklaces. Tiny daisies brighten
your day any time with this shining jewelry,
sterling silver highlighted with 14k gold.
Pendant on 18" chain.
J10649 Daisy Studs $30
J20922 Daisy Pendant $36

The Celts did not measure the
passing of time with a calendar. Their sense of the year
was circular, marked at the
quarters and cross-quarters
by seasonal festivals. This
beautifully detailed plaque by
Maxine Miller depicts the cycles
of nature in plant forms arrayed
around spokes denoting the festivals. Resin plaque has eight hangers
on the back, so you can turn it as the year
turns. 10½" diameter. In Wood-Tone, as shown, or Dark Bronze
(see gaelsong.com).
D23020 Wheel of the Year Plaque $60

NEW! ENDURING LIGHT

actual size

The deep violet of rhodolite speaks of the flower
and the fruit, the cycle of seasons bringing
sweetness and fulfillment. In this ring, gleaming
gold eternal knotwork reaches toward a
faceted rhodolite, all framed with bands of
sparkling cubic zirconia for a statement of light
enduring through the years and the changing
seasons. Sterling silver, 10k gold plate, rhodolite
and cubic zirconia. By Keith Jack. Sizes 5-11.
J70031 Two-Tone Ring with Rhodolite $295

NEW! EXOTIC

FLOWERS

CAREFREE DAYS

NEW! BRIGHT DAYS

AHEAD!

Nothing but sunshine and
flowers in the forecast!
Enjoy the bright feeling
of a summer afternoon in
this cool cotton top, big
flowers of unique eyelash
embroidery bringing new
dimensions. Side ties can
be tied or hang free. Onebutton opening in back.
Approx. 22" long. Imported.
Cotton; hand wash. Sizes
S-XL. In Sunflower Yellow
or White.
A60396 Eyelash
Embroidery Flower Top $72

EXCLUSIVE! The allure of
flowers is not only in their
colors, but the varied shapes
of unfurling petals. This skirt,
with a print of colorful exotic
blossoms, captivates with its
unusual form—a fitted yoke
leads at a jaunty angle to a
full, swirling lower tier. Elastic
waist. Approx. 37" long.
Imported. Rayon;
hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A50207 Pink Blossoms
Skirt $45

A long afternoon with the
simple delights of
summer—picking
daisies, looking
for shapes in the
clouds. This sweet
dress captures
innocent, carefree days
of summer remembered.
Floral on sky blue, edged
with contrasting floral
bands in white, gold and dark
blue. Crocheted lace trim at
neckline; handkerchief hem
for a fun touch. Ties in back
for fit. 50" at its longest
point. Imported. Rayon;
hand wash.
Sizes S-XL.
A50201 Sky Blue
Hanky Hem Dress $48

THE ONE BESIDE YOU

It doesn’t matter where you go in life…what you do…or how much you have…
it’s who you have beside you. —Anniversary Blessing
Wise perspective, for an anniversary, wedding or any celebration of
togetherness. Print of an original illumination by artist Kevin Dillon, in the style
of medieval manuscripts. Gilded-vine frame has easel back and hanger, 9" x 11".
Also available as a matted print, unframed (see gaelsong.com). Made in USA.
D10103 Who You Have Beside You Print, Gilded Frame $49
D10099 Who You Have Beside You Print, Matted $28

NEW! CIRCLE OF LIGHT

Like lanterns in a nighttime garden,
small green peridot gems dangle
alongside a bright pink iridescent
faceted quartz; all suspended
from a gleaming golden circle.
Coordinating latchback earrings.
J10663 Iridescent Pink Earrings $35
J20944 Iridescent Pink and
Peridot Pendant $45

White
Sunflower

NEW! CHEERFUL

PINK BICYCLE

MESSENGERS
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Bright bluebirds bring
happiness and contentment.
Three little birds bring a
message of good cheer, sure
to brighten any day. Handpainted resin birds stand 3½"
high. Set of three.
D21125 Trio of Bluebirds $20

A bicycle lets you explore the world at your own pace—you can cover a lot of ground, yet stop to smell
the roses. This canvas cross-body bag features a pink bicycle against a flowered wall. Envelope-style
bag comfortably carries your necessities as you tool around town. 14" x 14". Sturdy leather-trimmed strap
adjusts to 45". Coordinating zippered coin purse, 3½" x 4".
B40095 Bicycle Floral Canvas Bag $28
B40097 Bicycle Coin Purse $7.50
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